What makes a good mentor and why is mentoring important?

Defining MENTORSHIP
Sharing mentoring tips and techniques

**WHY**  **WHAT**  **HOW**

*Walk away with one or two actions you will take*
WHY is it important?
WHAT makes a good mentor, hmm?
Adult education is a tango: *it takes two.*

Activate the learner
Explore ways you have successfully been able to “Engage the learner”

Group Sharing – Peer Mentoring
Tip

More than expertise and confidence... humility matters!
Discuss how to use the “Think out Loud” technique
**Tip**

Broaden reach = **GROUP** mentoring
Tip

Rethink how = use *non-traditional approaches*
Write your questions on Index Cards for PM Panel

Questions for the “Developing a mentoring plan for your faculty” panel